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Installing MapCalc Software— the case study companion CD contains the
MapCalc Learner software used in the hands-on exercises. The following exercises
introduce some of MapCalc’s basic capabilities and provide instructions for
installing the software. To begin, insert the companion CD into your computer and
the main menu will automatically appear.
If this main menu doesn’t appear select “Start” “Run” “Startup.bat” from
the Windows Task Bar.

Select the Install MapCalc link to begin installing the MapCalc Learner evaluation program. Click on
the Open button then follow the on-screen instructions using the default specifications (recommended).
Install the data and support materials by copying the
\PA_MapCalc Data folder on the CD to the ...\MapCalc
Data folder where the MapCalc program was installed.

…see Topic 1.5 for more information on installation.
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Analyzing Precision Ag Data
A Hands-On case Study in Spatial Analysis and Data Mining
Analyzing Precision Ag Data brings together underlying concepts of map analysis with concise
examples and hands-on experience in analyzing precision agriculture data. This book will help
readers understand the nature of spatial data and the concepts, procedures and considerations used in
their analysis. The author draws from over twenty-five years of teaching and practical experience to
fill the book with numerous examples and hands-on exercises. The companion MapCalc Learner
software and agriculture data set provides practical examples of data analysis techniques within a case
study format.
Written in a concise and straightforward manner, this book is intended for agriculture students and
professionals alike—anyone who wants to take precision agriculture beyond maps to critical
information for site-specific decisions.
Table of contents:
1. Overview of the Case Study
2. Mapped Data Visualization and Summary
3. Comparing Mapped Data
4. Spatial Interpolation
5. Characterizing Data Groups
6. Developing Predictive Models
7. Analyzing Spatial Context
8. Generating Prescription Maps
Appendix A. Quick Set of Exercises
Appendix B. Creating Your Own Ag Database
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